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Bottom Line Up Front 

• The likelihood for pockets of straight-line wind damage occurring across 
central North Carolina on Wednesday is a near certainty.   The risk for one or 
more tornadoes is fairly high.    

• The straight-line wind gusts on Wednesday may be particularly strong (greater 
than 70 mph) and associated damage with these wind gusts may be tornado-
like in intensity.   As such, severe thunderstorm warnings should not be 
ignored, and should be treated like tornado warnings.   

• Everyone should take time today to review their severe weather and tornado 
safety plans. http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/severeweather/prepare.shtml  

• With the squall line expected to move across central North Carolina during 
daytime school hours on Wednesday (10 AM to 4 PM), schools and 
universities across central NC are particularly encouraged to take some time 
today to review their severe weather safety plans, and review their tornado 
sheltering procedures.   

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/severeweather/prepare.shtml
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A Powerful Storm System is Headed Our Way for Wednesday 

Satellite and Radar as of 930 AM Tuesday 



Storm Prediction Center Day 2 Outlook 
http://www.spc.noaa.gov/products/outlook  

Slight 
Enhanced 

The take-away:  Central North Carolina will see 
scattered severe thunderstorms.  However, areas 

east of US-1 will have the greatest risk to see more 
numerous severe storms, with greater impacts.   

http://www.spc.noaa.gov/products/outlook


Timing for Wednesday  
Radar simulations presented here to give a sense of timing, not necessarily the intensity.  

Morning commute – 6-9 AM 9 AM - Noon 

Early Afternoon  Noon-3 PM 3-6 PM  

Scattered showers & some 
heavy downpours with 

strong gusty winds 

Two squall lines 
moving across the 

Piedmont.  Damaging 
wind gusts are  

expected.  A tornado 
or two is possible, 
especially with the 

leading line.  

Two damaging 
squall lines moving 
across central NC.  
The leading line 

moving across the 
Triangle and I-95 

corridor has a 
better chance to 

produce a tornado 
or two.  

In additional to 
damaging wind gusts, 
the risk for tornadoes 
will be highest in the 

first  squall line moving 
across the Coastal Plain.  

 
The  trailing squall line is 

more likely to have 
damaging straight-line 

wind gusts.  



What is the difference between a Tornado Watch and a 
Tornado Warning issued by the National Weather Service? 

Tornado Watch: Be Prepared! Tornadoes are possible in and near the watch area. Review and discuss 
your emergency plans and check supplies and your safe room. Be ready to act quickly if a warning is 
issued or you suspect a tornado is approaching. Acting early helps to save lives! Watches are issued by the 
Storm Prediction Center for counties where tornadoes may occur. The watch area is typically large, 
covering numerous counties or even states. 

Tornado Warning: Take Action! A tornado has been sighted or indicated by weather radar. There is 
imminent danger to life and property. Move to an interior room on the lowest floor of a sturdy building. 
Avoid windows. If in a mobile home, a vehicle, or outdoors, move to the closest substantial shelter and 
protect yourself from flying debris. Warnings are issued by your local forecast office. Warnings typically 
encompass a much smaller area (around the size of a city or small county) that may be impacted by a 
tornado identified by a forecaster on Radar or by a trained spotter/law enforcement who is watching the 
storm. 

Severe Thunderstorm Watch: Be Prepared! Severe thunderstorms are possible in and near the watch 
area. Stay informed and be ready to act if a severe thunderstorm warning is issued. Watches are issued by 
the Storm Prediction Center for counties where severe thunderstorms may occur. The watch area is 
typically large, covering numerous counties or even states. 

Severe Thunderstorm Warning: Take Action! Severe weather has been reported by spotters or indicated 
by radar. Warnings indicate imminent danger to life and property. Take shelter in a substantial building. 
Get out of mobile homes that can blow over in high winds. Warnings are issued by your local forecast 
office. Warnings typically encompass a much smaller area (around the size of a city or county) that may be 
impacted by an on-going severe thunderstorm. 

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/severeweather/index.shtml  
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• Northeast NC:  http://weather.gov/akq    
• Eastern NC:  http://weather.gov/mhx  
• Southeast NC:  http://weather.gov/ilm  
• Central NC:  http://weather.gov/rah   
• Northwest NC (& mountains):  http://weather.gov/rnk  
• Southwest NC (& mountains):  http://weather.gov/gsp  
• Cherokee and Clay Counties:  http://weather.gov/mrx  

 

Please refer to the following sites: 

For specific hour-by-hour forecast details and trends for your exact location, please visit 
http://forecast.weather.gov/gridpoint.php?site=rah&TypeDefault=graphical    
This link will include hour-by-hour forecasts for temperature, wind, wind gusts, wind chill, 
precipitation chance, etc.  
 
 

For details for your specific area, including all  watches, 
warnings, and advisories… 
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